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HEIMDALL
Heimdall of the Aesir, bearer of Gjallarhorn, and Odin’s most 
loyal advisor. You know what they say, ‘Heimdall sees all’—and 
boy howdy, what a creep.





Now is that a natural color, or a side effect 
of his particular “special sight” mojo?

Makes me uneasy when he smiles… think 
the gold teeth are the least of it…

Guessing someone flicked him here once

They are piercing.... not in a good 

way. They do seem more pink than 

the Bifröst energy I’m used to seeing...

Mystery that don’t need solvin

Gold teeth? Don’t ask him to 

bite an apple!





The symmetrical knotwork in this 
tooled leather seems in keeping with 
his formal and rigid worldview

Burnished gold—elegant
Some ancient Aesir iconography here



Light woolen tunic favors speed, mobility

Ribbed copper thread collar edge
Asgard’s ascendancy over 
the other realms

Helheim

The rest of the realms

Don’t need as much armor 

when you never get hit

Mimir says this symbol is reserved for 
the High House of powered Aesir

Which this zealot predictably 
wears with pride.





Oh I see, the leather’s more of an 
undergarment here…

Worn like a true maniac.
Tanned Graðungr hide

Exquisite knotwork tooling on cow leather

Bronze-plated waist guard

Burnished bronze ornamentation—
symbology?

Sun symbols to reflect his 
reputation as ‘the shining god’?



Iron tiles upgrade protection without 
compromising nimbleness





More burnished gold knotwork—
traditional Aesir style

Tufted cord (which I presume is all 
the High House rage now)Wow! Classic Aesir design and lotsa 

gold. Even matches end tip on belt.

Thatched leather boots—leather looks 
too thick to be Graðungr hide



Heimdall’s sword, Hofuð—the work of Asgardian 
master smiths (and not dwarves, for once).

Wowee... gotta admire the artistry here

Mmhmm. If it isn’t Asgardian, he won’t touch it.

Like that, is it?

I’d a done better



Some unusual material here… anyone 
know who made it?

A ram—that tracks for being stubborn 
and aggressive

Don’t ask me what Gjallarhorn does—but 
if Odin gave it to Heimdall for safe-keeping, 
it’s probably big!

Jewel-studded grip

Literally—nobody knows where Odin got it!

Similar to Thor’s ram motifs. Coincidence?
Nope!

Now don’t be giving rams a bad name
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